This is an examination of democracy from the perspective of anarchism. The democratic tradition has divided into bourgeois representative democracy and the revolutionary program of direct democracy. While existing democratic freedoms should be defended, the bourgeois-democratic state should be opposed as really serving the interests of capitalism and oppression. Direct democracy is the basis of a future stateless society. The social anarchism of Bakunin and Kropotkin sees humans as social individuals, unique but integrated into a social matrix. It is meaningless to counterpose individual freedom to democracy. While some anarchists reject the term "democracy," the view presented here is that anarchism is democracy without the state.
PART I: DIRECT DEMOCRACY VS. BOURGEOIS-REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY
Examining democracy from the perspective of anarchism leads in two directions. One is the study of limited "representative" democracy which is the ideological rationale of the existing U.S. capitalist state. The other is "direct" (or "participatory" or "radical") democracy. These may be considered "democracy-from-above" versus "democracy-from-below."
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